When and how does steady state gait movement induced from upright posture begin?
The aim of this research was to study when and how the stationary process of gait begins when walking starts from upright posture. The subject initially stood up on a large force plate, then walked. Three conditions of speed (slow, normal, fast) were examined. Five subjects participated in the experiment. A total of 105 trials were performed. The results show that, at the end of the first step, the progression velocity of the center of gravity is not significantly different from the mean progression velocity of gait during the second step of gait and that the time necessary to reach steady state gait from initial posture phase is constant. Furthermore, the frequency of the first step, when compared to published values of the steady state gait frequency, is not significantly different from these frequencies. It can be concluded that the aim of the gait initiation process is to place the subject in steady-state gait within the first step, in an invariant time which is dependent only on the body segment parameters of each subject.